THE

AREA PLAN COMMISSION
OF TIPPECANOE COUNTY

Citizen Participation Committee Meeting
Date...........................................January 24, 2017
Time..........................................7:00 PM
Place.........................................Grand Prairie Room
County Office Building
20 North 3rd Street
Lafayette, Indiana
AGENDA

I. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES FROM DECEMBER 6, 2016
Documents:
CPC 12.06.2016 Minutes.pdf
II. FEEDBACK AND DISCUSSION FROM PREVIOUS MEETING
A. 2045 METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION PLAN UPDATE
B. INDOT 18 MONTH LETTING LIST
III. PROGRAM
A. REVIEW OF PROJECTS IN THE 2018-2021 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAM
B. 2045 METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION PLAN UPDATE
1. Vision, Objectives and Performance Measures
2. High Crash Intersections
3. Traffic Signal Inventory
4. Road Pavement Assessment
Documents:
Vision, obj and Perf. Meas.s 2045-final.pdf
2045 congestion.pdf
Top 40 Crash Intersections.pdf
C. INDOT'S 18 MONTH LETTING LIST
Documents:

2045 congestion.pdf
Top 40 Crash Intersections.pdf
C. INDOT'S 18 MONTH LETTING LIST
Documents:
Letting list 1-2017.pdf
IV. QUESTIONS, COMMENTS, AND SUGGESTIONS
V. ADJOURNMENT
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AREA PLAN COMMISSION OF TIPPECANOE COUNTY
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION COMMITTEE
MINUTES

DATE ........................................................................................................... December 6, 2016
PLACE ......................................................................................................... Grand Prairie Room
County Building
rd
20 North 3 Street
Lafayette, IN 47901
ATTENDEES NAME
Stewart Frescas
Steve Clevenger
Lynn Nelson
Curt Ashendel

ORGANIZATION
West Lafayette Bike & Pedestrian Committee
Citizen
Citizen
West Lafayette Bike & Pedestrian Committee

STAFF
John Thomas
Ashley Ludman

TITLE
APC Director of Transportation Planning
APC Staff

John called the meeting to order.
1. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
The minutes from the September 27, 2016 CPC meeting were approved as submitted.

2.

FEEDBACK AND DISCUSSION FROM PREVIOUS MEETING
2016 Annual Listing of Projects
Road Safety Audit Tabletop Exercise

Lynn said she shared the Annual Listing of Projects at the Oakland Neighborhood meeting and everyone was
impressed.
John said the Road Safety Audits were done at McCutcheon/Mayflower area last week and the school principals
provided a lot of information on where the kids, cars, and buses are coming from and where the congestion points
are. The goal is to have the County Highway Department prepare a design engineering scope by June 30th. The
audit at Harrison High School will probably be postponed until spring.
3. PROGRAM
2045 METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION PLAN (MTP) UPDATE
Vision, Objectives & Performance Measures
John referred to the Vision, Objectives and Performance Measures section from the 2040 Plan that was distributed
in the packet. He said they were derived from our land use planning efforts and have been modified for all of the
long range transportation plans. He asked for feedback from the Committee on what we need to modify or add for
the 2045 MTP, especially with regard to performance measures. He added that the vision will stay as it is because
that is the anchor and we will add the terms “livability” and “active transportation” to the goal of improving
sustainability.
John distributed a handout about establishing Federal performance measures along with a list of performance
areas. The safety measures in the 2045 MTP will be interim measures because in two years we will be required to
meet the five Federal safety measures.
Curt said eliminating all fatalities should be a performance goal. He is not sure how to change the implementation
issues with regard to that goal.
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Stewart thinks it is a good idea to consider autonomous vehicles when trying to establish safety measures to
eliminate crashes. You are dealing with major corporations when dealing with autonomous vehicles so a standard
needs to be articulated beforehand.
John said autonomous vehicles and shared transportation is something we will need to address. Right now we
really do not have enough information to know what impact they will have on our transportation system.
Steve we need to be more specific when using percentages because they can either be rates or numbers.
John said we will reword the Performance Measures for safety and security.
Curt said the measures are objectively verifiable but some are not quantifiable. An audit should be done for every
fatality or serious injury accident. Thresholds should be set for the goal even though it is not a quantifiable goal.
John said the county does an audit for every fatality crash. The emphasis is on severe and fatality crashes and not
on property damage crashes. Best practice continues to be refined. What is considered a safe design today will be
updated tomorrow.
Steve suggested redoing the outlining on the handout to match outline in the Plan.
John said he would and that the performance measures will be refined over the next couple of years.
Steve asked if anything will be done regarding “complete streets.”
John replied that the complete streets recommendation has been met.
Curt feels it should be expanded because it has not been adopted as an ordinance by the cities and all
coordination falls to the MPO.
John said the policy has been adopted by the cities for Federal funded projects but not as an ordinance and not for
locally funded projects.
Curt said implementation should be coordinated across the jurisdictions.
John said he will change “develop” to “update” in that section.
Curt suggested adding “continue to propagate in a coordinated fashion” and expansion of the policy could be a
long-term goal.
John said there has been discussion of making “complete streets” a requirement for all local projects and that the
objectives for complete streets, 10% set aside and updating the Bike/Ped plan will continue to be in the plans.
Curt pointed out that the bike/ped plan has not been updated.
John concurred that the MPO/APC has not updated the plan. Lafayette has finished their plan and West Lafayette
will probably update theirs in the next 5-years. Objectives for increased density and allocating Section 5303 funds
have been met but they will remain because they are continuing efforts. He stated that there will be some mention
of ensuring our infrastructure is kept in a state of good repair.
Steve does not think we have much control over the objective of reducing vehicle miles traveled.
John said that objective and the next on the list, of maintaining existing peak travel times, will be taken out. We
have little control of those and we will not be building new roads to increase capacity.
Curt thinks it is easier to generate arterial data because of intelligent transportation systems and smart signals.
John said the new traffic signals cannot provide traffic data for us because there is no information about turning
movements at intersections. Unfortunately, the sensors are before the lights at each intersection so we do not
know whether they turn or go straight. We have a lot of real-time data from every signal in Lafayette and West
Lafayette who just signed the contract for the advanced traffic signal management system with the capacity to
expand to all intersections. West Lafayette. We will need to include a section for software maintenance and
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upgrades of the signal system every two or three years. He went on to say that we will not be able to realistically
adopt an Access Management Plan before 2020. A complete list of projects will be developed for the MTP. He
does not anticipate much change for the goal of Enhanced Mobility and Accessibility except the new date for the
bike/ped pan update will be 2020.
Curt thinks it is ridiculous that the intelligent management system cannot be used to collect traffic data because so
many people are using these types of systems. Large cities get data for all their lights from these systems.
John said that he has not been able to find any way to convert traffic signal detector information to average daily
traffic. He went on to say that the last Thoroughfare Plan is being rewritten and a 2020 target date is more
realistic. Staff is working on assigning road classifications based on land use rather than arbitrarily designating an
entire roadway to a single classification.
Curt said there should be some consistency.
Steve pointed out that there will be more than rural and urban sections if the classifications are based on land use.
The number of travel lanes still needs to be maintained.
John said that the MTP can have only a limited effect on climate change and will continue to support transit and
bike/ped facilities. We have not yet quantified access to transit and a section will be added that deals with the
number of bus stops with bus path and/or sidewalk access. We will propose a tree replacement program for all
Federal aid highway projects to reduce the effects of climate change because there should not be a decrease in
the number of trees because of a highway project.
Lynn suggested planting fruit trees or food forests but she realizes there is a liability issue because fruit trees are
messy. She hopes that idea will be considered.
Curt suggested modifying the call for extensive landscape plans for highway and subdivision projects to include
fruit tress where possible.
John said we will also include a section on ensuring continuing rail service and funding bicycle safety awareness
projects.
Curt said there should be some way to quantify performance measures for counting non-motorized transportation.
There should be a way to track how many people are actually using non-motorized transportation.
John said that is worth doing. At this time all jurisdiction want to build facilities for non-motorized travel regardless
of usage. Both cities now see the importance of trails. We will add a goal to obtain the information and put it in the
Bike/Ped Plan.

2045 METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION PLAN UPDATE
Mobility Focus on Congestion, Safety, Transit, Bike and Pedestrian, Freight, and Traffic Operations
John said staff recently has been working to quantify different measures of mobility. We ran the traffic forecasting
model to show congestion locations in 2045 for our current network and projects that are already in the TIP. The
map shows severe congestion in red, moderate congestion in mustard and slight congestion in yellow. This is
based on the level of service concept but we are not using the traditional rating system. The data is based on
th
capacity analysis of the roadway widths and the projected traffic volumes. The map shows that US 52 (South 4
Street) will still have congestion even after INDOT completes its scheduled project in the area. There is also a
capacity problem on Main Street at Earl Avenue because of number of east bound and turning vehicles. Many of
the projected congested areas involve signalized intersections. The campus area was modeled with the latest
State Street Plans but we continue to show congestion on Grant Street in front of the Union and on State Street
going up the hill. Staff has concerns about congestion and safety on Grant Street and West Lafayette and Purdue
will have to monitor that in the future.
Curt thinks we may not have those problems if we get the ADTs and the speed limit is dropped to 15 or 20mph.
Steve thinks it will be hard to drop the speed limits on some streets and still maintain the capacity to get from one
area in town to another.
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John favors a 20mph speed limit on all local residential streets. It is no surprise there will be some congestion on
Veterans Memorial Highway but Lafayette will continue to monitor that situation. The plan will not call for many new
roads except US231 extension and roads in newly developing areas.
Curt asked if there are any small, strategic changes that can be made to the network to alleviate some of the
congestions.
John said that is what we are looking for, but the community has already found and built those.
th

Lynn asked if there is anything in the plans to widen 9 Street up toward Battle Ground or install curbs to make the
area safer for bikers.
th

John said our current 2040 MTP calls for a trail from 9 Street up to the Prophetstown State Park. We know the 9
Street Bridge over the Wabash River is built to accommodate a path on one side or the widening of both sides.

th

John said we are also looking at ways to improve transit and he referred to the display map that shows bus stops
that are not adjacent to a sidewalk, side path, or trail. He then displayed a map that showed bus stop locations in
areas of high minority, disabled, elderly, and Hispanic population. The third map shows the locations of the bus
stops and areas of poverty. At this time there are no plans to use our Federal funds for transit. The fourth map
shows the 40 intersections with highest serious injury and fatality crash counts over the last four years.
Lynn said it is very difficult to travel by bike on Veterans Memorial Parkway because of all the driveways.
The Committee discussed areas with bike lanes that are difficult to travel.
John said that was a good point because each driveway a bike has to cross on a multi-use trail parallel to a
highway is like crossing an intersection. Limited access control is better; like on the Wabash Heritage Trail. John
went on to say that Staff spends a lot of time reviewing crash reports because it is a way to better understand the
crashes and to ensure that crashes are recorded at the proper locations. LTAP did some crash locating in rural
county. They mapped the raw crash location data and then compared it to a map of corrected crash locations. In
one rural county, only 7% of the crashes were located correctly. In Tippecanoe County about 60% of the crashes
are located correctly before we do our quality control review.
Lynn asked how that can be.
John said one of the new ways to ensure crashes are located correctly is to get a GPS location on where the
police vehicle is where they investigate a crash.
Curt thinks APC staff should be pushing down on police departments to modify their crash reporting and data
collection to produce more accurate location data.
John said this issue was discussed at Tech and Sallie Fahey will be attending the police chief’s monthly meeting.

4. INDOT 18-MONTH LETTING LIST
John passed out an updated letting list.
Steve pointed out that project #18 should be Klondike and not Lindberg.
John said there are currently two new projects on the list. The first one is an environmental project at Prophetstown
State Park and is scheduled to be let in August 2017. The second new project is the Lindberg reconstruction from
Klondike to McCormick, also scheduled for an August 2017 letting. Projects #21, 22, and 23 (the Teal Road
project) were pushed back a month due to land acquisition issues. He went on to say the INDOT is now calling old
US 52 in West Lafayette “Special 52” and INDOT has a current project to make repairs to that road. He then
highlighted some of the other projects on the list.
Steve asked if the Special 52 project is also Lafayette’s Sagamore project. He thinks Lafayette has jurisdiction over
that road now.
John said the project has been in the works for a while and definitely is an INDOT project.
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Curt thinks that project might have been delayed because the project could have been done anytime.
John said the Des# indicated the year the design for a project was started.
Curt suggested that maybe it was noted as a deficiency. He then said he did not realize how many bike facilities
were included in the South Street and Park Avenue project when it was discussed at the last CPC meeting.
John explained that one road will be closed and some of the sidewalk will be converted to multi-use trail. Scott
Street will be closed off to make a pedestrian crossing extending from Columbian Park right up to South Street.
5. QUESTIONS, COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS:
None
6. ADJOURNMENT:
John thanked everyone for coming.
The next meeting is Tuesday, January 24, 2017.
The meeting adjourned at 8:40pm.

Respectfully submitted,

Reviewed by,

Linda Underwood
Recording Secretary

John Thomas
Assistant Director

Vision, Objectives and Performance Measures
Goals and objectives for the Comprehensive Plan for Tippecanoe County were originally generated
through an extensive effort by the Citizen Participation Committee in 1976. That effort reached
hundreds of citizens and culminated in the adoption of goals and objectives that guided the original
1978 Transportation Plan, the 1981 Comprehensive Plan for Tippecanoe County and all subsequent
APC plans. The Citizen Participation Committee updated the goals and objectives for transportation
plans in 2006, 2011 and again in 2016.
Vision

Develop a coordinated, safe, and interrelated transportation system, integrating thoroughfares,
transit, airport facilities, passenger rail service, pedestrian and bicycle facilities, and freight
movement o adequately serve the entire community, guided by the adopted Land Use Plan, and
compatible with economic development, financial resources, and cooperative governmental and
citizen action; linking Tippecanoe County, Lafayette and West Lafayette with each other and to the
region, state and nation as well as the global economy.
Objectives:

A. Improve Livability, Sustainability and Active Transportation Options (the long term
maintenance of our economy, environment and social institutions).
Performance Measures:
1. Install sidewalks/multi-use paths and bus boarding areas (to Public Rights-of-Way
Accessibility Guidelines standards) at all transit stops by 2020.
2. Coordinate, expand applicability and unify the community’s’ Complete Streets Policy.
3. Continue to allocate 10% of the MPO’s STP funds to bicycle and pedestrian projects
that are not part of a jurisdiction’s road construction and reconstruction projects.
4. The Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan should be updated by 2020 to unify and provide
consistency with plans in West Lafayette and Lafayette. The bicycle and Pedestrian
Plans should be revised to take advantage of new opportunities periodically, but no
less frequent than every 5 years.
5. Achieve increased housing density and mixed-use development near Purdue campus
areas and near downtown neighborhoods close to the new CityBus transfer station.
6. Annually allocate all APC UPWP Section 5303 funding resources, when applicable, to
provide program assistance to CityBus.
7. Establish and fill a public sector staff position of Bicycle/Pedestrian Coordinator.
8. Establish a reoccurring fund for programs that improve bicycle and pedestrian
safety.
9. Promote and advance transit and non-motorized transportation options.
10. Promote and advance continued passenger rail service.
B. Preserve the capacity and improve efficiency of existing facilities.
Performance Measures:
1. Ensure all scheduled traffic counts are taken and information published within 30 days
of receiving count data from local jurisdictions.
2. Preserve and expand the advanced traffic signal management system in the City of
Lafayette, West Lafayette and unincorporated Tippecanoe County by reviewing
timing every 2-3 years and adequately fund annual equipment and software
maintenance and upgrades.
3. Adopt an Access Management Plan by 2020.
4. Keep existing infrastructure in state of good repair.
5. Accelerate new projects by minimizing delay and ensuring funds are available when
needed.
C. Enhance mobility and accessibility.

Performance Measures:
1. Continue to allocate 10% of the MPO’s STP funds to bicycle and pedestrian modes on
roads not included in LPA construction and reconstruction projects.
2. Annually allocate all APC UPWP Section 5303 funding resources, when applicable, to
provide program assistance to CityBus.
3. The Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan should be updated by 2020 to unify and provide
consistency with plans in West Lafayette and Lafayette. The bicycle and Pedestrian
Plans should be revised to take advantage of new opportunities periodically, but no
less frequent than every 5 years.
4. Preserve and expand the advanced traffic signal management system in the City of
Lafayette, West Lafayette and unincorporated Tippecanoe County by reviewing
timing every 2-3 years and adequately fund annual equipment and software
maintenance and upgrades.
5. Achieve increased housing density and mixed use development on near-Purdue
campus areas and near downtown neighborhoods close to the new CityBus transfer
station.
6. Update the Thoroughfare Plan by 2020.
7. Keep existing infrastructure in state of good repair.
8. Accelerate new projects by minimizing delay and ensuring funds are available when
needed.
9. Install sidewalks/multi-use paths and bus boarding areas (to Public Rights-of-Way
Accessibility Guidelines standards) at all transit stops by 2020.

D. Improve the safety and security of all road users.
Performance Measures:
1. Work with local jurisdictions, INDOT and FHWA to develop safety performance
measures to comply with MAP 21.
2. Create annual crash analysis report within 30 days of final crash report submission
to ISP.
3. Work with local public safety agencies to address high severe and fatal crash
locations
4. Ensure that projects utilize current best practice design standards to minimize
conflicts between all modes of transportation
5. Annually allocate all APC UPWP Section 5303 funding resources, when applicable, to
provide program assistance to CityBus.
6. Accelerate new projects by minimizing delay and ensuring funds are available when
needed.
7. Establish a reoccurring fund for programs that improve bicycle and pedestrian
safety.

E. Reduce the effects of climate change.
Performance Measures:
1. Implement mitigation projects developed in the 5 year Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan.
2. Annually allocate all APC UPWP Section 5303 funding resources, when applicable, to
provide program assistance to CityBus.
3. The Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan should be updated by 2020 to unify and provide
consistency with plans in West Lafayette and Lafayette. The bicycle and Pedestrian
Plans should be revised to take advantage of new opportunities periodically, but no
less frequent than every 5 years.
4. Achieve increased housing density and mixed use development near Purdue campus
areas and near downtown neighborhoods close to the new CityBus transfer station.
5. Advocate for extensive landscape plans on public highway projects and within
subdivisions.
6. Install sidewalks/multi-use paths and bus boarding areas (to Public Rights-of-Way
Accessibility Guidelines standards) at all transit stops by 2020.

7.

Adopt a tree replacement policy for all Federal Aid projects that would replace trees
removed as a part of the project on a 1:1 ratio with new trees.

Performance measures are increasingly being used to gauge progress toward meeting objectives.
At the Federal levels both roadway and transit performance measures are being developed for asset
management, safety, planning and system performance. Some apply to only the states and some
apply to both states and MPOs. These performance measures will be fully developed and
implemented over the next few years and the above performance measures will change to reflect
them.

18 Month Letting List - January 3, 2017
Letting Date

Road

Location

(INDOT update: December 15, 2016)
Type of Work

Des
Number

1

S

12/14/2016

SR 26

Bridge over S Fork of Wildcat
Creek, 2.80 miles E of I-65

Bridge Replacement, Steel
Truss

9608220

2

S

12/14/2016

SP 52

Sagamore Pkwy N WB Bridge
over 9th St, CSX RR, Ramp

Straighten Beam

1600916

3

C

1/19/2017

I-65

East side of I-65 bridge over
Wabash River, 1.13 miles N of
SR 25

Roadside Maintenance,
Tree Remov/Trimmng

1601256

4

S

1/19/2017

South St.

South Street at Scott and
Parks Street

Bike/Pedestrian Facilities

1400566

5

S

1/19/2017

North St.
(SR 225)

At Railroad Street

Road Reconstruction
(3R/4R Standards)

1172413

6

S

1/19/2017

Lighting

1005755

7

S

2/8/2017

Kingston
Drive

Kingston Trail from Salisbury
St to Rose Street

Bike/Pedestrian Facilities

1401286

8

NL

3/1/2017

I-65

NB Bridge over Lauramie
Creek, 4.44 mi S of SR 38

Bridge Deck Replacement
& Widening

1006281

9

NL

3/1/2017

I-65

SB Bridge over Lauramie
Creek, 4.44 mi S of SR 38

Bridge Deck Replacement
& Widening

1006282

10

S

3/1/2017

I-65

5.25 mi S of SR 38, CR 900E
over I-65

Bridge Deck Overlay

1500643

11

S

3/1/2017

I-65

Swisher Rd over I-65, 0.92 mi
Bridge Deck Replacement
S of SR 43

0710471

12

S

3/1/2017

US 231

NB Bridge over Wabash River,
Scour Protection (Erosion)
0.87 mi N of SR 25

1382313

13

S

3/1/2017

US 231

SB Bridge over Wabash River,
Scour Protection (Erosion)
0.87 mi N of SR 25

1382314

14

S

3/1/2017

I-65

15

S

3/1/2017

I-65

16

S

3/1/2017

SP Bike

17

S

4/5/2017

18

S

19

On Railroad Street at North
Railroad St. Street (SR225), Jewett,
Tipton, and Prophet

NB bridge over Wabash River
and approaches, 1.13 miles N
of SR 25.
SB bridge over Wabash River
and approaches, 1.13 miles N
of SR 25

Bridge Deck Replacement
& Widening

1005681

Bridge Deck Replacement
& Widening

1005682

Prophetstown State Park Site

Environmental Mitigation

1601189

SR 43

0.15 mi S of I-65 SB to 0.43
mi N of SR 225

Surface Treatment,
Ultrathin Bonded Wearing
Course

1593085

7/12/2017

US 52

From 3.21 mi E of US 231
(335 ft W of 30th St) to 4.56
mi W of W Jct SR 28

HMA Overlay,
Functional

1500159

S

8/9/2017

Klondike

From Lindberg Rd.(CR 200N)
to US 52

Road Reconstruction
(3R/4R Standards)

1173626

20

S

8/9/2017

Lindberg

from Klondike to McCormick

Road Reconstruction
(3R/4R Standards)

1173627

21

C

12/13/2017

Road Reconstruction
(3R/4R Standards)

1401047

22

S

1/18/2018

Road Reconstruction
(3R/4R Standards)

0800132

North River
At River Bend Hospital
Road
US 52

From .21 mi N of US 231 to
3.21 mi N of US 231

Previous
Letting
Date

12/14/2016

10/12/2017

Letting Date

Road

Location

Type of Work

Des
Number

23

S

1/18/2018

US 52

At 9th St, 18th St, 22nd St,
26th St, Elston Rd, and Old US
231/Carter Lumber

Traffic Signals
Modernization

1172176

24

S

1/18/2018

US 52

At 4th Street/Poland Hill Road
Intersection

Intersect. Improv. W/
New Signals

1500277

25

S

1/18/2018

Sagamore
Parkway
Trail

26

S

1/18/2018

27

S

1/18/2018

28

From Happy Hollow Rd to the
Sagamore Parkway bridge
Bike/Pedestrian Facilities
over the Wabash

Happy Hollow Rd (trail) from
Happy
Hollow Nbhd Hollowood to Happy Hollow
Park
Trail
SP 52

Bike/Pedestrian Facilities

WB BR ov Wabash River, 0.46
mi E of Happy Hollow (Old SR Bridge Deck Replacement
443)

BR ov Sagamore Pkwy (Old
US 52) EB & WB, 1.35 mi N of Bridge Deck Replacement
N River Road (Old SR 43)
Same, New, Change, Not Listed, Relisted
S

1/18/2018

SP 443

1401287

1401288

1298387

1298394

Bid Letting Results
Bridge over S Fork of Wildcat Bridge Replacement, Steel
Creek, 2.80 miles E of I-65
Truss
Award Pending. Low Bidder: Superior Construction Co Inc. for $4,741,416.38
Engineer's Estimate: $5,925,000.00
Eight bids submitted
Estimated completion date: November 9, 2019
12/14/2016

SR 26

Sagamore Pkwy N WB Bridge
over 9th St, CSX RR, Ramp
Award Pending. Low Bidder: Flame On Inc. for $327,704.00
Project was combined with a bridge project in Putnam County
Engineer's Estimate: $390,000.00
Two bids submitted
Estimated completion date: May 15, 2017
12/14/2016

SP 52

Straighten Beam

9608220

1600916

Previous
Letting
Date

